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Boltleted As A Best

An Rana

Kentucky Community NOWspaper

First...
'with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest.
Circulation In
The County .
Murray, Ky.,'Friday Afternoon, November 29, 1957

IN OUR 78th YEAR

United Press

41•4.444•

MN.

Hope High Trend
In Burley Sales
I Will Cbntinue

Joe Bob Brewer. Jerry Henry Are Named As Battlefor
Co-Captains Of Murray High School Tigers Post Shapes
Up, Report
U. Jil

Vol. LXXVIII No. 283

IfT2P_RAY POPULATION 10,100

Excellent-Recovery For
President Is Reported

By UNITED PRESS
Burley tobacco .auctian sales
h growers
resumed today w
hopeful the stgadykupward trend
noted in the pre - Thanksgiving
sales' would continue.
Illy JAMES R RENNEISEN
Wednesday's statewide average
Unitas, Press Staff Correspondent
,price of $e2 59 per hundred
NKFORT 161 — A lively, pounds was 63 cents higher than
conte6t seemed to be shaping the Tuesday figure. and $1.26
no today for the wet of smoker above the figure for Monday's
of the Hesse of Representatives opening day sales.
when tTse General Assembly conel
Sale volume Wednesday was
The Murray Sub-district of
venlig Jan. 7.
17.780.210 pounds, pnxiucing to-.
_Fellowship
The adrnenietration of[Gov. A.- tat payments to growers of $11,- the Mehodist Yeuth
Pr-es:dens . if asked by the President.
WASHINGTON IP
met November 21st at the MethoB. Chandler passed down thei 129.401,
A strong etirrent of optimism
dist ehurch of Murray. The pro- Eisershewer, reported to be makword . earlier this fall that it
Ortio. seven markets in the
Lam- ing an 5'excellent" recovery from prevailed Thursday in all matters
wtoukr mit support Huse Speak- state Wednesday failed to top gram was the Sub-district
Scholarship Speak- his slight cerebral attack, head- relating to the Presidentis proger Thomas P. Fitzpatrick. Cov- Tuesday's average — Bloomfield, buth College
ed for his Gettysburg, Pa., farm ress. The toppper was his uning Contest.
ington, for re-eteetion.
H-or se
Glasgow. Hook
heralded attendince at the NaHarold Hurt, son of Mr. and today for a few days of rest.
Rumored to be the adminicart- Cave, Paris and Somerset.
tional Presbyterian church 7- his
Mrs. Buford Hurt, 1300 Wells
tion choice for epeaker is veterCarrollton led the state with
The President, accompanied by first public appearance sin& his
an Rep. Morris Weintraub, New- an average price of $64.30 on
Mrs. Eisenhower, made the 80- illness.
port.
1,080.628 pounds of leaf. Shelbymile trip in Mrs. Eiserfonver's
Later Ate Turkey
A p pa r en ti y admiinistnation ville was second with a $64.12
Chrysler limousine.
Hagerty said the President latthat
leaders
feel
Weirftraub
v.erage.
White
the
left
o The couple
er sat down with his .family to
would bet more adroit in handlThe Federal - State Market
House south entrance at 10:41 a 40-pound turkey with all the
ing the speaker's duties during News Service reported that more
the
of
aim and drove out
fixings.
parliamentary difficult ice.
than half of grades sold Wedgrounds a minute later.
The President's decision to estimes
1956
during
the
Several
advances
price
nes.iay brought
JERRY HENRY
Just before t h e limousine cort his wife to church was
JOE BOB BREWER
session of the General Assern- of $1 to $5 over the previous
reached the gate, the President announced with dramatic suddenHalf Back
Quarter Back
bly, Fitzpatrick yielded the chair day. Most gains were SI to, $2.
doffed his bat, flashed a big ness at the end of a Hagerty
Weintraub temporarily when
Trading continued h e a v y
smile, and waved to a throng of morning news conference. The
rebellious legislators were caus- Wecineaday;" with quality of of.photographers, newsmen and by- President had already left for
church when Hagerty gave the
standers.
The a n n u a 1 Murray High ing trouble fa 'adrninistraqun ferings sliegely improved. All
very word.
The President looked
markets reported better baskets
School foottlall banquet was held bilk.
Howeier. Fitzpatric won't give of lugs and flyings going for a'
Hagerty declined to be drawn
well and seemed to be io good
Wednesday night in the lunchlength
up the speaker's post without a leae: $68. with some topping $70.
r
spirits. Mrs. Eisenhower smiled into speculat,on on vhe
room of the school.
ecuperation
of the President's
but [did not wave.
The overall "estmerte on leaf
Joe Bob Brewer, seri of . Mr. fight. He reportedly is lining up
uesday it
period. Doctors said
and Mrs. J. C. Brewer and Jerry support even among anti-Chan- going to growers' associatems
Observes Traffic Light
would take several weeks.
Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. dler Democratic House members. under the government loan plan
The departure was untairried.
In reply to a question, Hagerty
Both Democratic and Republi- was a little under one per cent
The Murray Training School will be held in honor of Mr. Henry were elected as co-capThe President was a few 'min(Continued On Page Four)
Orchestra will present its Sixth Rickert following the evenings tains .for the 1958 football team. can leg.slators will choose Sen- of sales.
utes late leaving the White
The speaker for the banquet ate and House leaders at cauAnnual Winter Concert on Thurs- concert.
The US. Department of AgriRouse. JU6: one block from the
The members of the Murray was Coach Jim Cullivan who cuses storey before the General! culture anosunced, meanwhile,
day December 5, in the I.ittle
•
ko Chapel
White House gate, the motorof the Murray State Training School Orchestra are: stressed he benefits a boy can Assembly oconven.es .
Hurt
that it weald assign federal
Harold
cade hit a red ugh' and stopped
The Democrats, being the ma- graders arid eloper:ors to the
College Administration Building. Johnny Winter, Jane Miller. Ben receive from playing football.
green.
ai 7:30 p.m.
Hendricks. Jerry Adams. Mary Cullivan told the group that a jority party, will choose a speak- new Morehead auction market, Blvd., Murray, was the winner until it changed ti o
The President wore a light
Professor Lawrence Rickert will Ann Crawford, Billy Joe Ray- boy will not only become phys- er and floor leader for ¶ h e which it had previously refused of the contest. Harold recently
appear as the guest soloist, sing- burn, Sherrill Hicks, Chris Miller, ically alert through sports, but House While the Republicans will to do.
placed first in his local church tan sports coat, dark trousers
receiving a $100.00 sch- and a brown hat.
contest,
ing two selections from Handers James Ed Thornton, Lee Ann he will aleo become mentally -select a minority leader.
The Morehead market operatThe sun broke through over"The Messiah." and a set of Byrg. Michael Alexander. David alert and will learn a sense of
The chief clerk of the last ed the first part of this week olarship to Lambuth College.
"American Folk Songs." accom- Colley. Sioan Evans, Kathy Par- fair play which will tend to make session will conduct an election without the government graders.
The first place in the Sub- cast skies jusaa the vas's, drive
e
•A
panied by the Murray Training ker. Nore Wnter. Chad Tu
district gives him an additiowl aseay from
him a better citizen.
of the speaker for the House,
USA ovith prices seinevehat tower
SKS-1
"Raj. Gen' Howand
3)00 00 scholarship. in Apefl
School Orchestra.
Sue White, Sonde Smith,
_bitters talks were made by Oita who w141 be the nominee of the then etoesehere.
One of Murray's older crimps.
ine Murray Training School Shelton, Glenda Jones, Sue Mc- retiring captains Jimmie Cross Democratic caucus.
meet the winners from the der, the President's personai
The department said. "In 'view will
farchestra will perform Dater- Kinney. Greta Brooks. Jennell and Dan Parker. Fred Schultz,
The Senate elects a Senate of the absence of official inspec- three other districts in our Paris sician. accompanied the Photo, Mr' Memel 'Aunt Kizzie' Paltdorfs—Tornament of Tempera- McDougal. Charles Robinson, Be- principal, and the coarrees.
the tion, buying interests failed to District. Harold gave a very im- dent and Mrs. Eisenhower. rid- er. age 84. pressed away yesaterwhile
pr- em
president
ing in the third car ,if the day Her death was attributed
ments." ['Tune and Work Out" nito Maddox, John Darnall. Ronpressive talk on Lamhuth
Jimmie Cross received t h e chief clerk presides. then Lt.
develop, thereby leaving nctiviby Kliensinger, and '•Selections nie Moubray. Michael MeCasey, plaque as the outstanding senisr
its educational ideals, its mommade. The second car car- too complacatiens following an ill(Continued On Page Four)
to
as
jeopardy
in
dual producers
Rodgers Ralph Oliver, Carolyn Wood, blocker.
from the King and I
service to the church, its progress ried Secret Service agents.
ness iof two weeks. She had
sales outlets."
and Hamomerstein A reception Judy Culpepper, Jackie Washer,
its plans for the future.
The President's decision with been in poor health for some
About 160 persons attended t he
indicated tbe and
department
The
placed
to
Gibbs,
doctors
•
—
Sidney Easley of Sedalia
Carolyn Miles. Sandra
event.
the approval af his
time, however her condition bet osti duty
vre
:federal men'Would,
in the contest. Sidney make the 80-mile Gettysburg came worse wbout two weeks
Anita McDougal. Joe Ed McHead football coach and Albgovern- second
day.
to
Morehead
at
the
gave an informative talk on
Clain, Alice Fay Hicks, Bary letic Director Ty Holland retrip was further evidence of ago.
a presumably
mem price s
nature and importance of church progress toward recovery from
Beth Robertson. Patsy Forley and leased the schedule for next
Death came at the home of
margrowers
te
availa
now
related colleges. Sidney is presi- his slight cerebral attack or her son. Burman Parker. at 809
Virginia Robertson. The Orchestra year•-and noted that Grove High
Morehead.
at
leaf
r
t
keting
dent of *the Murray Sub-district, stroke on Monday afternoon.
will be under the direction iit School has even been placed
Poplar Street. She was the wife
Methqdist Youth Fellowship.
Josiah Darnall There is no ad- on the list. Murray will play
Wtrite HOU-Se Pries Secretary of the Late Mance' Parker 'who
mission. The public is cordially Grove High on November 7.
Christos M. Fountoulakis of the
James C. H-agerty issued this re- died on December 12, 1954.,
invited.
The schedule is as follows:
101st Airborne Division at
Survivors include Burnie°
port on the President's condition
Sept. 5 Halls, Tenn.. Home
me
Parker. a 'member of. the city
Campbell, Ky., struck a t
this morning:
12 Russellville. Home
5th and
pole.. a,t. the corner o
"The President had a pod Poloce force. Ali J. C;I:L Parker,
19 Mprganfield, Away
Main this-1p14'
at
night's sleep. He slept almost local groccryman.
26 Ma',field, Home
o ice, 2 30 ac- I
Richard G. Jackson, art incording to cit
Also eurviving her are three
continuously from early I a st
Oct. 3 Fulton, Away
Training
Murray
en to the Murray
He was
at
this grandchildren and four greet
structor
evening until 6:00 a.m
Itt Bowing Green. Home
Hospit
for treatment. This
Scitarail, was beaten and forced
morning. His progress continues grandchildren.
Cub Pack 43 will hold its
17 Madisonville, Away
mo rig hospital authorities refrom his ear Wednesday night
Mrs. Parker was a member of
to be excellent."
7:00
at
Educameeting
Open
monthly
of
regular
Board
24
The Murray
tied that Founteelakis was still
by a ttitch 'ticker who then stole
The report was prepared by the Blood River Baptise Church.
Baptise Chloe(
Spring
Sinking
Away
the
in
29
Hopkinseille,
passNovember
on
p.m.
31
tion, at the recent meeting.
unconscious at 10:00 a.m.
the car. according to oity
Maj. ;Con. Howard McC. Synder, The funeral was held today at
begin an eissht day enlarge- Nov. 7 Paris. Away
Murray High School Auditorium. ed a .resolution warning the the President's physician..
I Charles Mans Murray Chief of will
1:30 at the Max H. Churchill
Sunday, Deon
progeam
ment'
Horn
Co.!.
Co.
be
will
pupils
The guest speaker
64 Trigg
paren*![ of non-resident
Police. said this morning that
Snyder will accompany I Ii e Funeral Home with Bro. J. H.
I.
cember
not
Murray
Jesse Jackson. head of
that the eity schools will
Jacluron's father. W. M. Jackson
Chief Executive to Gettysburg. Thurman officiating...
Bno. G. R. Pendergraph of
State College Military Science accept tuition payers if and
of Danville, Ky.. called here yesBurial was in the Parker
The 80-mile drive to the Getchurch
rural
Ky..
•
so
iddletrovn
Department. He will discuss when the schools besainie
terday to obtain t h e license M
another Cemetery.
murk
will
farm
tysburg
be
will
state,
the
for
Murray Police reported an ac- "How to be a Little Gentleman" ciowded and that facilities are
number of hie aun's car, and re- worker
Pallbearers were: Jot Parker,
step in -Me President's rapid
campaign
this
in
The seven Dens will display inadeq cia te.
cident which occurred yesterday
ported the incident to the city assisting
Parker, William Thainas
Cook
attack
cerebral
a
from
recovery
week.
throughout the
An agreement with the Trainmorning at the corner of 12th some of their achievements and
police here then:
Sammie Parker, James
Parker,
ago.
days
five
suffered
he
at
lLifIO
He will be speaking
and Sycamore when a ear driven each Den will present a skit on ing School to exchange pupils
Jactson had reportedly
The 67-year-sold President as- Roberts and Don Mohler,
" and
or
The
Sunday
year.
this
achievements.
o'clock
discontinued
earn
to
how
Was
struck
Aubrey
Steeley
Mrs.
by
Rt7.7s7rnear
up the [hitch hiker
of w,irehipeach night oetering the
tuition charged by the Murray tounded a Ohurchful
the right side of the car of Mrs.
vile. Ky. After beating Jackson, continue
for pers Thursday by suddenly apbegin each
ceasfil
month
LAST
,
!
AT
per
Servi
UNCEASE
$4.00
is
week
Board
Johnson
Kennedy.
'Ohe unidentified h it c h hiker nigtr. at 7:. o'clock.
Thanksall coining from outside the dis- pearing unannounced at
Mrs. Steeley, Rt. 4, Murray.
forced him at the point of a
Norman CultPI — Andrea Lee trict. The boundary of the district giving Day services
Bro.
pastor,
CHICAGO
The
from
onto
Sycamore
turned
had
gun to leave the etr, his father
The plan to journey to the
and the church extends
12th when the accident occurred. Trock will celebrate her lath is 16th street beginning at Five
said. St was not kn iwn by city pepper
country was taken as another
to
but
south
everyone to atextending
13,
to
Fricia)ft'Dec.
on
and
birthday
inviortion
Points
ti
the
were
of
the
Neither
injof
drivers
A group of vonnen
pole this morning if the car
lucky; Her Clarks River and following the sign of the President's continuMurray. Camp 592, Woodmen
tend
Hazel community have recently pred. although both cars were she still thinks shsos
had been recovered.
said
Natalie.
Thursday river in a North Eastern direction ing "excellent" prograss fr.irn of the Wo,rid, held their annual
mother.
said.
organized an adult h omernaking aamaged, police
Jackson reportedly suffered a
caused a Thanksgiving meeting Tuesday
Mrs. 'Kennedy lives at 316 that Andrea "bates that artful to Chestnut Street extended and the. Monarlayo which
class. They are studying a series
broken nose and black eyes.
the
wrh
Chestnut to rive Pains. -tempmetry epee* " dificuttso It night. th itectiing
• West on
— age. 12."
c.f lemons on "Getting Ready far Woodlawn in Murray.
In Murray. Mr Jackson lives
also kept altve hopes that he Thanksgiving season and She
Ohnsarnas". under the aireo!iiin
at the 'home of Mrs. Jewel
still might be able to attend he ctrettom of the camp for • many
.of the hgh aohool hame econoe
Evans, on Wish 4th Street.
North Atlantic Treaty Orginiza- years a Turkey Drawing [w a s
mics teacher, Mrs. Ray Brownlion (NATO) Ssumrnit" meeting held. W. 0. Vaughn of Route 2.
as
field.
Galloway
in
There arechikiren
in Paris Dec. 16-18 to take the Murray was the winner of the
The next nreting of the class
County Wha do not have enough
Feast in rallying Western nations turkey.
night.
Monday
on
held
be
Pace,
will
warm clothing. ?Ors. Mary
against Rt135 WIG space missile
Max B. Hurt, executive vice
8:30
te'
7:00
from
2
December
exeoutive-secretary of the Calpresident of the Woodmen of the
how large a proportion of school athrough the motiotts of giving and scientific threat.
By LOUIS CASSELS
loway County chapter, American pin. id the 'Hazel Hi* School
"educato such every child a high school
World, was present and. gave an
h 0 m e coon mice department. United Prom Staff Crrrrr pondent time is now devoted
Decision Expected Later
Red Croes said today.
--Two maj- "courses." A recent study in a tion."
addreas to she large crowd of
WASHINGTON 1111.
e
Thureday_th
said
Calls are received frequently This lesson will be "Making your or
Hagerty
A Big, City Problem
Woodmen attending. Other visitobstacles lie in the path of subdrban high school that is
attractive at Christmas."
for children's cliathing, and some Is.
This problem is particularly President's doctors "will decide ing Woodmen attended fro m
any effort to tighten up U.S.' widely regarded as one of the
then; cannot be filled because Mrs. Fred Ginelee and Mrs. Ol- high school curriculums to meet' nation's best showed,- only 70 acute in big cities, where private later" on the Paris ,trip. He did
various surrounding camps.
lie Brown of the Murray Wornof the short supply.
the challenge of Russia's heavy per, cent of its teaching time schools and the flight to the not say when.
An initiation was held and a
Eisenhower
if
said
Hagerty
The race-M.1y flood in Callo- san's Club will be guests to dem- emphasis on science and math.
devoted to academic subjects. In suburbs have drained off many
class of five candidates were
and
inexpensive
many
onstrate
supwill
the
cut
further
he
Paris
to
County
go
•
not
way
Educators and public officials' many high schools, it is less of the - brightest students, and does
initiated. Musical ,ereerteinirent
attractive decorations Which can
ply, she said.
have left ptiblic high schools- send Vice President Richard M. was furnighed by the Clark
agree that these obstacles can than 50 per cent.
a. Anyone having children's cloth- be made by the homemaker.
NATO
The
place.
his
The other big obstacle to high- with very high percentages of Nixon in
be removed only by radicallyBy UNITED PRESS
go Sisters,
Anyone who is interecited is
that are clean and in a deer education standards is [ the students who have left public nations agreed Thursday to
changed American attitudes.
Southwest Kentucky --- sPartly ing
meeting.
this
attend
to
inirited
to
state of repair, is asked
high ahead with the chiefs-of-state
very
cent
with
schools
high
child
every
that
blicf
insistent
American
One
is
roadblock
'the
cloudy and not so warm today
oharge for the class.
[
ceke them to the Red Cross of- There is
desire of many American parents* should be compelled to attend percentages of students who have meeting in either case.
with high 50 to 55. Cloudy and
These enrolled in the clam are for a wide variety of training school until he is 16 or 18 years neither the ambition nor ability
said the President Will
courthouse.
Hagerty
the
at
fice
windy tonight with showers deThey will be put. to good use, Mrs. Frankie Adams, Mrs. &eel- courses which, while admittedly old, regardless of his desire or to study mathematics, science conduct government business at
T‘dreseeld
%eloping and turning colder by
Pace said. • Residents are le Gooch, Mrs. M. W. Henry, desirable. were never apart of aptitude for scholastic learning.
nor .any other difficult subject. C;ettysburgh "if there were matMrs.
morning. Low near 40. Cloudy,
Haftord Lo iv ins, Mrs. R.oz- formal education.
be shunt- ters that needed his attention."
Mrs.
children
their
these
book
through
first
to
the
WHO
Should
Christsent
urged
criticize
to
dare
educators
Few
windy and much colder Saturday
Nixon conferred at 'the. White
mas card?
supply of children's cliotteng. and elle Nance; Mrs. Brent Newport,
These include teaching youths our compulsory education laws ed into vocational training (for
with chance of snow flurries.
to pick out those articles which Mrs: Loyd Wilkinson, Mites Betty 10 drlve safely, .to cook and publicly. It is like attacking which 'they may also lack apti- House Thursday with Sherman
Hill, Mrs. Lois Hill, Mrs. sew, to make social "adjust- home and mother. But most of tude?) Should they be allowed Adams, the President's "chief of
Some 5:30 a.m, temperatures: are no longer in use. Many times Lou
Compton, Mrs. Carnell ments." and to develop prof- them privately assert • that U.S. to quit school and hunt for jobs staff", and with Maj. Gen. Wilton
muoville 38, Lexiagton, Bowling children outgrow, clothing, and Evelyn
Oherris Wilson. Mrs. iciency in various vocational skills public schools have !Otte choice which are .often very hard for B. Persons. Eisenhower's conreen and Paducah 40, Covington the clothes are not disposed of, Wells, Mrs.
but to offer a lot of easy electives an adolescent to find? Or should gressional liaison officer. Nixon
7, London 48 and Hopkinsville Mrs. Pace said. They . clothes Jess Latimer. Mrs. Wylie Park- or hobbies.
and "practical arts" courses as they be turned loose on the has said he will conduct both,
•
A Hier Proportion
can serve, this winter to keen er, Mrs. Carman Parks, and Mrs.
legislative nad cabinet meetings
(Continued On Page Four)
Clifford White.
Few parents apparently realize long as they arc' required to go
some child warm, she said.
Evansville, Ind., 33.
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Heads For Farm Today To Get
Rest; Attends Church Service

Harold Hurt Is
Speech Contest
Winner Recently

'Sixth Annual Winter Concert
To Be Given By MTS Orchestra

City Woman
Passes Away
On Thursda
•

Car Strikes
Phone Pole

Local Teacher
is Beaten And
Robbed Wed.

ack 45 To
Meet Tonight

Church To Hold
Enlargement
Campaign

Board Passes Rule
On Tuition Payers
In City Schools

Wreck Is Reported
Yesterday Morning

Hive School
To Hold Class
On Christmas

Woodmen Camp
Holds Meeting

Local Red Cross
Asks Help For
Needy Children

Two Major Obstacles Lie In Path Of
US To Tighten High School Subjects

WEATHER
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

rAGI:: TWO

ptit•se, imported from Western bulky.
Germany. are styled after pants • White Stag introduced a now
cape for weartion the ski lift,
worn by Tyrolean peasants.
Black is all-time color favor- a loden grey job which looks
fne.3LInlIED BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. lain
ite for pants, bui other bolder like the cos er-up worn by a
nainaolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Timms and The
shades are moving in. Sid Bush- bench bound football ',Myer. It
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Mass-Herald. October Xt. 1921, and the West Kentuckian. January
Phone 262
myr's, a Manhattan ski shop, Was dubbed the 'warm-up".
104 East Maple St.
d.1142
After-ski wear this season infeatured royal blue, orange, red,
mom green. sky blue, mauve and dudes the leotard, worn alone
JAMES C CILLIAMS PUBLISHER
pearl gray. Owl:Perth cuallectien with sweeter top, or with a
reserve the right to reject any Adverusing, Letters to ths Editor,
.
included turquoise, coral, coffee, wrap-around skid.
by GAY PAULEY L .
By DOC GIUIGG
What goes under the outerlemon yellow and White.
fir Public Voice items which In our opinion are not tor the best
United Press Staff Correspondent United Press Women's littillar
atereist of OW readers
wear?
Parkas Are Reversible
NEW YORK IP — What gives
NEW YORK --hff— Today's
"Well, silk has been added
1181/
CO.,
It
WIThr
WALLACE
v
REPRESENTATI
NATIONAL
•
Many or the new panta.s are this year because it is a warm
4 city character? Chicago's wind?
wellodreseed 'sicker waves the
307
Michigan
i.
'ork;
.
New
Ave..
Park
250
alloracie, Memphis. Tenn.;
San Francisco's hills? Istanbul's one-way stretch - ski punts reversible—printed poplin on one matersal," said Mote Stag. "Or
lee. Chicago; 80 Bolyston St. Boston.
minarets' —Milwaukee's beer? which fit 90 smugly a two - way side. solid shade on the other. red flia
nneko"
.
have
botdrasestring
ruins? Houston's million- stretch Ivens a girdle, fellows Some
gibagred at the Peet Office. Murray. Kentucky, foe traeassimost as Rome's
a
"blouson"
for
effect,
sino.
aires?
girl.
a
underneath helix:
_
Second Crass Islatten
•-•.
Pions 433
- torsCorner at 4th & Main
Fires caused $1,231,576.000 loss
The stretch. •....hich goes up seen in regular feminine irp'
can do it. The
feature
one
No
pus
also
Thee(
are
el.
'Shown
sear
1956—
Ilbc.
States
Dwr
in
Murray.
weals
in
the
United
in
and down. doininates.most of the
LIBECR,IPT1014 RATES: By Carrier
cities that have the real, recogWadi Mc. In Callowny and scinexung counties, pee year OM; War nizable personalities — that come domestic and importetj collec- printed silks. MsoSstvseaters are $90.808,000 more than in 1955.
tions, a cheek of manufacturers
/Stens $510.
alive in your. mind with the
shoved. it is
— are and retailers
names
their
of
mention
1957
29,
— NOVEMBER
FRI
with the some princisummations of many experiences man:ago:I
in recent years has
that tickle all the senses: — ple which
smells, noises, street voices, clot- made everything from children's
hes, vehicles, animals, buildings, wear to men's socks fit any sizeA BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
terrain, sculpture, air to breathe, s wool and nylon yam with a permarten.: spring bull: in. Most
way of life.
•popular pants fabric is gabardine.
it is a good thing to give thanks unto the
And the cities c great characThis -snow bunny' the active
0
name,
thy
in
unto
ter display great differences
Lord, and to sing praises
skier's derisive term tor the
An
Psalm 92:1.
sound, smell, dress, voices.
fire-side skier took a look at
Most High.
eloquent comment on these per- What's new for the slops, bedifferences is Sound in caitse several sources pointed
Those who seek to condition thotighti of
the Noovember "Annals" of the ou:._4sic-ing is one of the fastest
—the subconscions—tnind---at- night- de—well
American Society of Political. ant! growing participation sports in
hold this thought on retiring.
'
Social Science in an article on the United States. Sports Illus"The Urban Aesthetic" by John trated Magazine estimated from
Ely Burchard, dean of the School three to five million persone
of Humanites and Social Studies ski. The magazine Ski Time said
of the Massachusetts Institute of the sport has spread to 28 counTechnology.
tries.
Notes Noise Difference
Stretch Pants Smug
Ledger & Times File
For noise differences, he notes
"There are two schools of
the street-peddler chants of Naples, the bells of the benaks thought on how stretch pants
Jakarta. the San Francisco should fit," said a spokesman
The AVest Kentucky Electric Company has moved in
Bay fog horns, the shrill engine for White Stag, the nation's
location
a
to
Street
Fourth
North
on
from its old location
of skiwhistles at the Gate St. Lazare. :argest manufacturer
. directly across the street in the building vacated by the the subway rumble of Manhattan, wear. The company president, a
BY
- Crass Furniture Company.
unmuffled motorcycles on the Dartmouth man, and his whole
LYON
ski.
of
all
designers
staff
Curso.
The firm is owned and operated by Robert Williams, As for talk, he cites: "The
-One is championed by the
Tommie Howard, and Carrot Farmer.
itiarpness of Albany, the softness girl who thinks they should fit
New Orleans, the flatness like other apparel, neat," the
The Crass Furnituri 'Company is now open for busi- of
the twang of Ports- spokesman explained. "The other
Omaha,
of
and
ness in their new location on the corner of Maple
mown. N. H....the diapasons of is represented by the girl who
?Third Streets according to Maurice Crass, owner and Hamburg. the,falsetto upturnings also wears tight sweaters and
!manager. . i
of London, the liquids of Rome tight skirte. You can see every
. Albert I. Jones. 73. died at his home in Cunningham, or Helsinki, the wails or bleats muscle and every ounce as she
Lew teet, fireproof protection
of Bombay or Cairo."
comes down a slope."
Xan.sas, Saturday. November 22.
(one hour at 1700•) for your
Buralike.
stover
We
smell
the
cities
do
Nor
B.
ski
A.
all
school.,
two
sons.
Jones:
Albert
Mrs.
wife.
his
leaves
valuables. Variety of sizes end
He
I
.
and pants. are slimmer than in other
models, all finished in metallic
:and W. G. Jottes. of Pratt and Cunningham, Kansas; two chard says woodthe smoke
K•ri) %our bonds, birth cerwarm fall seasonrs. Most taper all the way
gray. Inside dimensions 13' wide
manure provide
isters of Calloway County and three brothers of Cal - atmosphere
9h." deep x 6' high.
of Bourses, coal gas to the ankle, but a few maimtill,att•••. and other imporWay Codtity.
cares for Birmingham or Washt.tnt papers safely.
are plugging knickers.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lancaster..Florence, Ala., will ington. Pa., oil for Galveston. facturers
These are neater, though, that:
Spend the Thanksgiving holidays with. her parents._ Mr. coftee roasting for Boston, and the golfer's plus-fours which inThis Is A Good Gift For
Use it for filing important
land Mrs. William Lancaster_and .his family.
when the wind is in the south- spired :hem. Ohrbach's showed
Any Adult!
papers or as a small safe.
A surprise birthday dinner was given Sunday, No- west. Chicago knows the sick knacken.. in heavy sued cloth
•
...ember 23, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cain, honor- sweet odor of drying blood and roman looks lake 'velveteen. But
411111111111WAMIIMInamistassessesenseinalsaitannahaillitlatiegiest=awlnis
' ma scam ins
issn,7iess essta 1155
3cs61146261JeAsei.
recently ardent flesh."
" :big Mr. Atnmandres Cain and nephew. Ben Cain:
Bizarre to Careful Clothes
In the matter of clothing: "The flannel of Grand Central, or the
bizarre open shirt of Hollywood big hat of Fort Worth, or the
Vine is not the carefpl gray bowler of the 'city' of: London."
How true. I got one of those
big bats — a real l0-galls
Texas special — as a gift.from
the late Amon Carter in Fort
Worth a few years ago and wore
It proudly back to New York.
But for how lone One day.
That's all. brother. Couldn't stand
the stares.
Well. I submit that one thing
the big burgs are getting together
on is a brain-wearying high noihe
level_ No less a journalistic giant
than the Times of London wshed
plaintively the other day for
the, return of the tootle in auto
horns. A Times editorial said:
"Life has never really been
he same since the electric horn,
closely allied in villainy to the
steam whistle, took over from
the rubber ball contrivance that
emitted a mild and not unIn a variety of sizes and interior
pleasant toot. It took some little
effoet to squeeze the thing to
combinations.
make the sound come out, and
Perfect for the farmer, small
so there was nothing comparable
314
to that impatient banging on the
business, and the home.
button. with resulting assaults
on peace. dellency, and good
mannrs..."•
254 MO/Z1 Mina ICA jeVE 3M1=-.. Isis1
M i Ma Illii Mi1,
,
.ZAMA
§
$31%5-; VS1112a ICS116•11M-1,
Itt.111131111:ii WI aid Ufa=“03•153 2:416•41M•3 Z.. 3:14 ICA Itfi 11114121
Amen. Is Detroit listening'
Phone 661

Ski Pants
StihjeR Of
Disivtissitin

THE LEDGER & TIMES What Gives
A City
Character _

Murray Lumber Cos N.
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SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PREStRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
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Ten Years Ago Today

FIREPROOF
CHESTS
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FIRE-PROOF FILING
CHEST

▪ Make Money With Classifieds

A

Steel
Cash
Boxes

STILL TIME To
Make A CHANGE

74,#.4
ir-

TO NATURAL GAS

Your Natural Gas System offers you the lowest priced
automatic fuel in this area.
You can get the changeover made before your home cools,
by calling one of the roLlowing licensed merchants.
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it
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74
14
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Utility CABINETS

g Several Sizes

Murray Supply Co.

To Select
From

P.
Freed Cotham Company
Charles Willie
Phone

4

LIN11111111 1111

Ward and Elkins

By EARL WRIGHT
United Press Sports Writ

Navy, a six -point pica
Army. and other bowl-cone
beanie playing Saturday
given a stern warning torh
beware the fate of the 7
Aggies.
The Amities, with a than
clinch a tie for the Soon
Conference championstip
virtually assure tnemselves
bowl berth, were upset. 9Texas in Thanksgiving Day
football surprise on a 28field goal by Bobby Locke
Now the Cotton and
Bowl pictures are all scran
along with the Southwest
- nice.
Rice (4-1-01 must bent
In its windup Saturday t
Tenas 14-1-1) for the 1
title and clinch the haat be
the Cotton Bowl. And b
'teams, along with the still
ful Aggien. are in cont••nli:

Open 6:00

Phone 56

CHAIRS1 DESKS

Steele and Allhritten
Phone 841

Scarbrough Plumbing & Electric

By COLE I

Phone 875

Sam Calhoun Plumbing & Electric

Vt
A comfortable chair is a good gi

•

Phone 1054

gift. See our big selection.

II. E. Jenkins
Phone 498-J

if!

"1

1177

IF YOU PLAN TO USE NATURAL GAS THIS FALL OR WINTER
AND DO NOT HAVE A GAS SERVICE LINE TO YOUR HOME

CALL 366

MURRAY :NATURAL GAS SYSTEM

BARS OS JUSTICE—Photographer William Stacey. 24. peers
from his cell In Chicago after
arraignment on charge of murder to the beating and strangle
kitting of 16-year-old Mrs, Darleyne Todd. an expectant mother. Stacey admitted ha was at
the Todd home to photograph
the Toddle 6-month-old baby,
and that he got the urge to
attack Mrs. Todd when her
robe fell open while she was
arrangirg the baby for the
lintemattonal)
_s. 7...1 tat.

IN

"SHACK 0U
ON 101"

on.

DAILY LEDGER & TIMES

SUN.-MON.

DEC.

JAME
DORIS
DAY and STEWA
• In -

"THE MAN W
KNEW TOO
MUCH"

COMING....
"View From
Pompey's Hes
"Friendly
Persuasic

• GREENE 0.'WILSON, Mgr.

•

/V

Ir

with
TERRY MOORE
FRANK LOVEJO'

Technicolor - Vista))
Directed by
ALFRED HITCHCI

Ii

•

COLOR

with DAVID WAY
P-L-U=S —

Many styles, colors, and sizes. See us now for
this wonderful gift item.

OFFICE SUPPLY

Start 6

"THE
NAKED HILL5

By COLE

hes

-

NOV.2

FRI.-SAT.

WI

Phone

Navy Is
Fantail
Army S

NOW OPEN FRI.-S,
and SUN.-MON.

77

Ken-Gas, Inc.

There's a new shape
Murray. Kentucky, has i
This gleaming white
for motor fuel, here is I
safety in the handling of
In making propane
of this progressive corn!
This example of set
The development of
LP-Gas indtfstry In Ke

•

• AP

60‘..

eilfst

Pma••...4111111•.
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SOUTH,SOUTHWEST
New Shape In LP-Gas Business

D•
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ALL-AMERICAN
New Concord section Claims Three Players In Mythical Team
Still Leading
County Teams

key irames played through Satur- Fred Dugan. Dayton: Les Walters,
Penn State; Sam Williams. Mich day, Nov. 23.
Currie. whose hard tackling se -.Stale.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. 118 — and brilliant blocking have spearTackles — Alex Karlita„ Tows;
The South and Midwest, each headed Michigan State's drive Charlie Kreuger. Texas A&M;
with three players, dominated to the No. 2 spot among the .7ene HiCkerson Mi'CiSSiOrii: Tom
the 1957 All-Amerjcan .football marten's, teems.- wrer•theirelsalee -Tnnisinis.- Duke; Ben.,Preslota.
'After five weeks of basketball team selected Friday by the
as I he outstanding individual h11 r
and forty-one clashes by the American Football Coaches Assn.
Guards — Al Ecuver, Notre
- of the season.
play,
six county teams, ,New Concord
The cOaches chose as the finest
Thr. ream nicked by the coaches flame' Bill Johnson. Tennessti:
is way out in first place with a players at their positions this
the 611th All-America in the Tohn Wooten. Colorado; George
7-1 posting.
season:
tradition originated by .Walter Deiderich. Vanderbilt.
The Redbirds of Coach Gene
Centers — Don Stenhenson,
In 1889. The teen.' wit*
ENDS — Jim Phillins. Auburn Camn
Cathey opened the season by
ponularized for more than half Oeereta Tech: Charley 14reuckUCLA.
Wallen,
Dirk
winning four straight games. and
century by Collier's magazine man Pittsburgh; Bob Harrison,
TACKLES — Lou Michaels. a
Then in their second encounter
since that maeaz(ne sus- Oklahoma
and,
Reifsnyder,
with the David Lipscomb Must- Kentucky and Bob
Olinrterharks — Dan* Nolan,
needed nublication last DerPrilangs at Nashville the 'Birds were Navy.
by Gen- Lehieh• Bobby Cis Minnesota;
sponsored
been
has
ber
GUARDS — Aurelius Thomas,
unseated from the throne of the
eral Mill., Inc., as a nubile Tsp Gros.-up. Utah;,Tom Greene,
unbeaten with a four-point de- Ohio State and Jack Simpson,
service to assure the continua- Holy cross.
feat,. But apparently their lone Mississinni.
Halfbacks — Jim Pace, Michiof the Camp tradition
CENTER — Dan Currie, Michi- tion
defeat' (inly slightly altered their
Press was selected ean• Bob Mul gado, Arizona
United
The
winning ways for the Redmen gan State.
as the sole distributing agent (Terrine) State: Jim Shnnley,
QUARTERBACK — King Hill,
have bounced back to win their
Oregon. Bob Anderson. Army:
of the coaches' team.
last three engagements. Their last Rice.
Dick•
Leonard Lyles-.
'HALFBACKS — '-ha Crow. . II-Man Committee Supervises
victory was a two-point win
Christy. North Carolina State.
be
over a strong Fulton County Texas A&M. and Clendon Thomwas
supervised
voting
The
Fullbacks — Nick Pietrosante,
as. Oklahoma.
a committee of eight noted Notre Dame- Jim.
' Jones, 'WashFULLBACK — Walt Kowal- roaches: George 'Lefty) James inoton: Harold MeElhaney, Duke;
Holding down the number two
spot with a 2-2 record is the czyk. Michigan State.
OklaCornell: Rod Wilkinson.
Billy Atkins, Auburn.
511 Coaches Vote
Almo Warriors of Coach Bill
homa• Duffy Daugherty, MichiBallots were cast by 511 mem- gan State: Bobby Dodd. Georgia
Miller. The Almo squad has
played only four games thus bers of the association, including Tech: Red' Sanders. UCLA; Jess
Kentucky High School
far, the least number of any of the 35 outstanding coaches who Neely. Rice: Andy "Gustafson.
footPress
the
United
up
the county quintets as two of make
Basketball Results
Miami (Fla.), and Ray Liot, Illitheir clashes have been cancelled ball rating board. The grid tutors nois.
they
what
on
picks
to be made, up at a later date. based. their
The team this year is comThe hiftirfay Training Colts, saw for themselves on the play- posed of three players each from
by United Press
reports,
only 'one victory behind Almo, ing fields, on scouting
the Midwest and South. twi
is in the number three place and on reviews of movies of from the Southwest, and one
sporting a 3-4 posting.
each from the East. Far West, Fussell Co. 87 Munfordville 62
Falmouth 71 Walton-Verona 64
The Standings
3 4 and Midlands.
Murray Training
W L Lynn Grove
1 5
Honorable mention was given Ft. Knox 56 Caverna 34
Parksville 109 St. Augusine 31
1 6 by the coaches to:
New Concord
7 1 Kirksey
Ends — Jim Gibbons, Iowa; Lynnyale 72 Sonora 43
1 8
2? Hazel
Almo
By BOB DODOR
United Press Sports Writer

•

f
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Inc., in cooperation with Coles' Service Station,
There's a new shape to be found in the LP-Gas Business icioay. nengas,
Paris Road.
the
on
station
filling
propane
"Rocket"
Murray, Kentucky, has installed a new
to miss. The "Rocket" tells users of propane gas
This gleaming white 20' high "Rocket" rising on the countryside is hard
of dispensers to give the utmost convenience and
for motor fuel, here is a progressive dealer, ready with the very latest model
fuel.
motor
a
as
safety in the handling of LP-Gas
is following a line of service that has been a policy
In making propane gas available as a motor fuel to this area, Kengas
•
of this progressive company since its inception.
This example of service is typical of the continous progress Kengas 'creates.
is responsible for Kengas' leadership in the
The development of new services, and the placement of "Quality Products"
LP-Gas indifstry in Kentucky.

Navy Is Six Point
Favorite Over
Army Saturday
By EARL WRIGHT
United Press Sports Writer

11
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Navy. • a six-point pie* oder
Army, arid other bowl-conscious
teams playing Saturdlay were
given a stern warning today —
beware the fate of the Tema
Aggies.
The Aggies, with a chance to
clinch a tie for the SouThwest
Conference dhampionsiiip a n d
t-iettially assure themselves of a
bowl berth. were upset. 9-7, by
Texas in Thanksgiving Day's big
liotball surprise on a 28-v-eard
fivld goal by Bobby Lackey.
Now the Cotton and Sugar
Et.,w1 pictures are all scrambled,
along with the Southwest title
race.
Rice (4-1-0) must beat Baylor
in its windup Saturday to top
Texas t4-1-1) 1.ff the ksague
title and chnch the trust berth in
h
the Cotton Bowl. And b ii
teams, along with the still hopeful Aggirs. are in c.,nterrtion for

Ma I

Maroons Take Title, Paducah
Wins Over Mayfield 33-7

fumble, with Dale McDaniel runBy UNITED PRESS
The Madisonville Maroons laid ning 30 yards for the score. The
claim to the Western Kentucky Hoptowners also scored in the
Conference title and Male High closing minutes on a long pass
continued its jinx over Manual play.
Paducah Tilghman was fought
in Louisville's Thanksgiving Day
classic, but for the most part to a 7-7 halftime tie by Mayfield
Old Man Mud was the big win- in another traditional rivalry,
ner as Kentucky high school but the Tornado ripped loose
closed for another year in the second half to score a
football
a bid to the Sugar Bowl if they
33-7 victory, at Paducah. FullThursday.
the Cotton.
The Turkey Day contests were hark C. V. Henderson scored
Ifaitarad Gym Cadets
played on fields that reeked three' touchdowns for Paducah
Ne7, favored in the annual from gooey through sloppy to and halfback Bill Smith noted
elaRri? at Philadelphia on the almost impossible, with fumbles the other two.
Morganfield broke an old jinx
strength of Tern Forrestal's pass- and blocked kicks playing major
by beating Sturgis,. 12-0 — the
ing against a supposedly second- parts in most of the games.
time Morganfield had manrate Army air defense, is known
Male blocked two Manual kicks first
to be receivive to a ()cotton Bowl to overturn the favored Crimsons, aged a victory over a team
bid if it wins this one. Spoiling 14-0, In a morass at Fairgrounds coached by Ralph Horning in 13
those ideas might sound like Stadftim in Louisville. Dave Bak- tries.
fun to the Cadets.
In other traditional contests,
er, first Negro ever to play
Mississippi VA.. leading Newt- for Male in the ancient series. Russellville blasted Bowling
eligible team in the Southeastern blocked one punt and Dave Green, 33-0; Caldwell County
Conference, seems in line for a Thompson recovered it in the poundedtrittenden County. 32-0,
Sugar Bowl bid but is piFked eml zone for a touchdown. In in the rain, wind and mud at
Saturday by only four points the final period guard Willie Marion; and Owensborb paddled
over Mississippi Stale.
Sizemore blocked another Manual to a 26-0 victory over Henderpunt, which went out of bounds son. City in the 58th meeting
Other "Turkey Day". highlights
on the threes yard line and set of those old rivals at Ovittissaw Utah and VMI win conferthe stage for Gene Otterbach to boro.
ence champion...trips and Brows
Some Manual alumni, disan;
score.
-teleregionally
win
Denver
and
Madisonville scored twice in pointed at not -having seen the
-"
•
games.
vised
the second period with the aid Crimson beat Male since 1948,
Utah wrapped up the Skyline of a blocked punt and a fumble sa .a er
arTfe-ITFLOUIsville
e-g24-.6
a
with
crown
Conference
and tallied again in the third they are starting a campaign
State,
victory over Utah
period on a 57-yard run by Don to hire Nick Denes to coach
VMI Downs Virginia Tech
Richey to beat Hopkinsville, 20- Manual next season Denes, who
Halfback Bobby Jordan scored 13.
formerly was coach at Male, is
twice on goal-hne smashes for
Hopkinsville had scored first now head coach at Western KenVIVII for their 14-6 victory over after recovering a Madisonville tucky State College,
Virginia Tech. After the game
VMI players, who reportedly
had "feelers" from the Sun and
ningerine Bowls., voted against
Ries-season pkty and the coach
3dmitted he t.116 "surprised."
PORTLAND, Ore. (01 — Archie self ready for Rischer. who wal
Frank Finney paned for two Moore. who says he's "just a carry about 183 pounds when he
yards
touchdowns and ran 95
journeyman trying to make a steps into the ring against the
for another in Brown's 33-7 win buck," goes against Roger Risch- aging light heavyweight champ.
over Colgate. Sam Pagaono's er, California State heavyweight
It will .be Rischer's 27th proconversion with 21.i minutes left champion from Oakland. here fessional fight. His last time out
gave F. nyer a 14-13 win . over tonight in a 10-round boxing was Aug. 1 when he won a
WyornI g on Far West TV. The main event.
12-eound decision over Ruben
wants anTexas- 'exas A&M game w a s
Moore, weighing 200 pounds Vargas. Moore. who
t sereer -si in the South, Soutiwyeet and a little pudgy around the other crack at Floyd Patterson's
decisioned
I and M.dwc-st.
waist, tapered off his training heavyweight crown,
, Fred Duelling rushed for 163 Wednesday and pronounced him- Eddie Cotton two weeks ago at
Seattle.
yard; for Pennsylvania in a lit 6 Ivy Ktsi:e! .v.n over Cornell
as :he ipahie ended with a Cornell TD • and a first fight and
Mickey Marinkov's 79-yard punt
return TD gave Richmond a 12By UNITED PRESS
7 win over William and Mary.
Brown 33 Colgate 7
Penrmylvania 14 Cornell 6
Thelan Sparks Miami
Ohattarsoriga 7 Metriphis State 0
NEW YORK (IL—Middleweight
Dave Thelan's second touch- Virginia St. 40 Morgan St. 14
Willie Vaughn is favored at 7-5
down. cracking a fourth-period VMI 14 VPI 6
Jones
tie ,gaye Miami (Ohio) a 20-14 Richmond 12 William dr Mary 7 to beat Ralph (Tiger)
Miami (Ohio) 20 Cincinnati 14 tonight in their substitute TV
win over Cincinnati.
10-rounder at Madison Square
Saturdray's big program winds Texas 9 Texas A&M 7
Garden.
ex29
season,
inons
gridiron
Hardin-Sim
1957
the
up
It will be televised and broadNew Mexico A8t14 20
cept for r pair of top games next
cast nationally by NBC at 10 p.m.
Denver 14 Wyoming 13
'
week.
Other' Sa'turday features in- Utah 21 Utah State, 6
Lanky Vaughn of Los Angeles
clude: Auburn, 14-point pick
favored over the "mechanical
over Alial 'arm, seeks to clinch
High School isman"
Kentucky
from St. Albans, N.Y.,
the"'SootheasternConferenhe title
because of his impressive showFootball Results
and finish a perfect season;
ing at the Garden four weeks
Arizona Crempe) State alscr'ind
ago when he lost a thriller to
by United Press
to finish a, perfect season and
sixth-ranking Spider Webb.
clinch th.• Border Conference Louisville Male 14
laAyizona ;
Louitville Manual 0
title by •
1
Kentucky College
homi piclued by 20 over 'Okla- Paducah Tilghman 33 Mayfield
honria -Lite: Georgia Tech by Madisonville 20 Hopkinsville 13
Football Results
0
seven over Georgia; Holy Cross Morganfield 12 Sturgis
32
College;
Coupty
Caldwell
Bottion
over
by three
Tennessee State A & L 38
Crittenden County if
SMU three over Texas ChrisKentucky State 0
City Ci
Henderson
26
otter
Owensboro
14
by
Dame
Notre
tian; and
Austin Peay 23 Ft. Campbell 0
Ci
Green
Bowling
33
Russellville
Southern Oilifornia.

Any boy or girl sho is faking tYpini Would love to see
this beautiful SMITH-CORONA PACEMAKER under
the tree Christmas morning. This would be a wonderful
help in making better grades and help the young typists
prepare themselves for the future.
Mom and Dad would like the Pacemaker, Too! It's

•

perfect for the den or office.

Archie Moore Fights Tonight

NOW

OPEN

FRI.-SAT.

and SUN.-MON.

Open 6:00 • Start 6:45
FR1.-SAT.

NOV.29-30

"THE
NAKED HILLS"
with

IN COLOR
DAVID WAYNE

"SHACK OUT
ON 101"
with
TERRY MOORE
FRANK LOVEJOY
SUN.-MON.

DEC. 1-2

JAMES
DORIS
DAY and STEWART

"THE MAN WHO
KNEW TOO
MUCH"
Technicolor - VistaVision
Dire, trd liv
ALFRED HITCHCOCK

COMING.
"View From
Pompey's Head"
"Friendly
Persuasion"

College Football
Results

pating

Willie Vaughn
Is Favored

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
o & Times
Daily Ledger
Greene 0. Wilson, Mgr.
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Battle...

WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie La.ndolt, Editor

Weddings
Club News

Cocals
Activities

Telephone 1685
....moommommemsomendwd•massoSmonsalsinisSemmoss•OSMNIMS.

Mrs. Lassiter

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Honored On 90th
Birthday

4..

4 .4

•

Degrees Conferred
Upon Three At
OES Meeting

Two Major... 'Read Our Classifides

(Continued From Page One)
(Continued From Page

srz.e,

Gov. Harry Lee Weterfield takes
over a
prirsident.
In the
state Rep. Owen
Bilftrigton, Murray, is a likely
choice for mainly floor leader,
but Rep. Addison Everett, Maysville is also being considered.
Rep. Charles Buchanan, Barbourville. is expecited to be reelected by Republicans as minority leader.
Senate 'president pro - tens E.
W. Richmond, Owenthuro, reportedly will be replaced by Sen.
Stanley H. Blake, the dean of
;he Senate. Bake. with a record
of 20 years service in the General Aasembly, is a tobacco dealer from Carlisle.
Freshman Sen. Frank. H.. Bassett Jr„ Hopkinsville. is expected to
picked as Senate miajority floor leader while Sen. Wendell Van House, Tutor Key, is
expected to remain as manuraky
leader.

Monday, December 2
the College Presbyterian Church
Mrs. Anna Lassiter washonThe WIAU of theFirs1 _Baptist will meet at 10 o'clock for an
Degrees of the Order were
oree at a tea given
-by members Cirtua
will meet todlna through all day meeting. A covered dish
conferred upen three membres
of, her family at the borne ot- •Friday at 230 in the afternoon luncheon will be
served at neon. at the meeting
of the Murray
her son. James R. Lassiter.. Sun- for the Week of Prayer f o r Mrs. Zetti# Woo&
will be hos- Star chaisteeNtaa43
3 paq, Tye*
day afternoon.. _.Nostember•
.Eateiga Mans and .the
tess.-Or
- AustinNovember 26 at 7:30 p.m.
from three until five o'clock. Mom Christmas catering.
speak to the group on Christmas in
the Masonic Hall. Receiving
• • •.
The occasion was in olaervance
and the members will exchange
the degrees were Mrs. Floosie
of be 90th birthday.
The Matinees Women's Circle gift," All are urged to
attend Hurt, Alton Ellis
and Richard
the rim
( BEIPtIst ON-mil Win aLd‘visitOas are welcome.
The tea table was covered Of
Searbareugh
meet at she home of Mrs. Ethel
•
•
•
•
With a *eine linen cloth cenWard. 701 Poplar
.,Street aat 5;45 _Group I of the Christian
The, impressive obligation was
tered yeah an arrangement -of p
alhergefaup. sera -stlielas the Women's Fellowshai
pink and white daisies in a pink
of the First given by Nix Crawford, worthy
-paean book. Mrs.. John Adams Christian Church
will meet at patron &resisted by Mrs. Ora Lee
bowl. The centerpiece was flank- l e
co-laistere.
the cburch at 2:30 in ale after- Farris, worthy matron and other
ad by burning whirs tapers in
• • •.
isocon. Mrs. Rupert Parks and officers.
cr).g:al holders.
Tuesday. December 3
Mrs. L. M. Overby will be hasDuring the meeting Mrs. Mary
The Jesste Luchvick Circle of te:Wes.
Presicang a: the tea table
Louise
Baker, worthy
were MOS Mildred Lassiter,. Mrs.
mat• • •.
ron. presided. The flag was preJohn, T. Laseiter, Mrs. Lynn
The Holiday House, sponsored
Lasater. and Mrs. Allen Pale.
by the Murray Rose and Garcirc sented by marshal'. Mrs. Sore
They were assisted by Misses
chile, will be held it the home man Klapp. Minutes were read,
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Group Il of the CWF of :he hers
and their families are in- proposals that Eisenhower resign
guests ••f :he Dyersburg Disrrice.
her great grandchildren.'
First Chrsman Church will meet
or step aside for six weeks or
Mrs. Lassiter is the mother of
Mrs. Peggy Jenkins. Union at the home or Mrs. Herbert vited. Ladies are asked to bring so and
turn his duties. over to
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three sons, James R. and Joe City president of the
Daersburg Fans at 2:30 in the afternoon.
Nixon.
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Lassiter of the county and Jesse district and Mrs. Henry Russell.
a
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for
an••• • •‘•
"While we appreciate at times
other man.
W Lawiter of Mu-ray. She hes Fulton president of
the Para
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Following the routine business the newspapers running the govsix gra ndehildren and eleven (I:strict. welcomed the
group.
ernment of the United States,"
The Garden Department of Mrs. Baker retired
great grandchildren.
from h e r
Sh irt talks were made by the the Murray W•man
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the home of Mrs. Norman
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James Brawn.
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tary General Dag Hemmer.
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Thanitsgiv.ng a-as the subject
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Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Beaman
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During the eata. n .ur.
Faxon 6th Grade
Mrs. E. C. lanes. South 10th
Wall( Tv
Hostesses far toe meeting were
CHANNEL
were played by "Ma members of
Street. is in Redkreas.
NASHVILLE
Report
the clam. Refreshments were Mrs. K. T. Crawford and Mrs.
visiting her two daughters.. Mrs.
(ac' S.riday 1:30 P.M.
served by grsup IV to the 20 Freed Corham.
a • • •
Jahn Stianberg and Mrs. Jack
For the last six weeks the
merribera present
Suttle, and her son, Larry Hen- sixth grade of
THE MODERN AGE
Faxon school has
--clan.
•
•
ATLANitA IP - Georgia High-.
had an art lesson. on finger
•-•
5 5.5
.
-Im'""--r -CHRIS
-C1ZT inr
.,
TMAS -r f—
painting.
David
Alexander,
cal
' patrolmen have -sadly put
Miss Carolyn blelugin. Dallis; Dwight .Houston. .1,ece
s-ide their cavalry-style hats in
— GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS —
Bishop_
'ay.*, of models with a lower Trx.. will spend the Thanksgiv- and Connie Morgan dr. w a lovely
BIBLES and BOOKS
crown. Patna Chief W. C. Dom- ing holidays with her parents, Thanksgiving pie;u r.• and put
ins' said the troopers had trouble Mr. and Mrs. Noel Melugin, them in our English I aklets.
800 Olive
getting in and' Out .of the new Olive Street.
Phone 3649
We decorated '
u r bulletin
•.• •
low-slung care
b.issail carrying out the idea
Mrs. - Ben T. Coops r and "Friends over our wriada
eigater, Julie, of liaise-111e.
We gave our chapel program
.;1 be in Murray fer a few on November 8th. The devotional
,ys visit with Mrs. M D. Hul- was given by Canny
a and Mrs. D. F. /VIcCannell. Danny MacDunna Junrnie a es• /Lee Street. Mrs. Carper will dale. and David Alexandea
spend a few days with Mrs. E.
Songs were sung by the girls.
Jeannie Parker and Breda ColL. Capper in Benton.
son'gave- a skit "So Sick!: Paulette Underhill and Conne MorFURCHES
gan acted the skit "Playing Hospital."
Initiation was given by Janice
Wilkinson, Leta Lassiter, David
Alexander,'Danny MacDunn, and
Herman Carrel.
D:A\MOND RINGS
Danettritatinen AilIiiRjdour
INTERLOCKING RING SETS
program., The curtains were
drawn by Clayton Calirlapd.
• We are happy to have Gaynill
Morrison and Ray Steele back
after being out witir flu.
Jamee Wilk"r n Reporter

Excellent...

Susannah Circle
Has District Meet
In Tennessee

Mrs. C. C. Lowry
Guest Speaker At Circle Meeting

Dn.)

streets
to
swell
the
juvenile
delinquency statistics?
Groping for a solution. some
city school systems recently have
adoPted what they call the "multiple-track curriculum plan." This
is a device for segregating high
school students into several groups
according to their learning ability,
and giving each group a different
program of -studies.

Norton, defense nalfback for the
Phikidelshia Eagles, has been
named the thost V. lusale player
on the team for- 1L57 by t h
Football Writers Chas of the
Philadelphia Seorts Writers Asen,
Morten was presented . with a
watch.
Tie

Os per ward for sae day, mui

FOR SALE--1

TODAY!
KNOCKS
HOLLYWOOD,- Wind gu-sts
up' to 70 Miles per h iur wer
reported in Southern Calif.rrnia
Thursday. Paramount studios record section hoard about them
and immediately ssueel Johnny
Mathis' record of
"Wild as
Wind" to local disc jackys.

aATAUNRDD A Y

OPPORTUNITY

MOUNTAIN CLIMB SLATED
LONDON d - A group of
British military officers has asked
Pakistan's permission to climb
25,868-foot Diseghil Sae one of
the world's highest unclimbed
mountains, it was announced. The
royal navy, marine and air force
officers hope to leave for Pakistan next May arid carry. out a
scientific survey in the Himalayan area, it was reported.
-
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SCRIBES PICK NORTON
'
11.
PHILADELPHIA all - Jerry

The Line OfFithito
-filitifi4
will haunt you
ferny!
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hSlI FISH. Leonard Wood,
‘rn Oadavater Road. Phone
,a7-M. Open from noon during
J1C
,eek cloys. all day Sat.
s.
3 BEDROOM furnished house,
la; So. 11th St. Shirley McDerD2P
mott
Buffing or Polishing Fads, ?a"
note. These are factory used and
aave been re-eundstioned, indiactually packaged and gularan, ed to please. $10 oaten, pest1 1 12, Padu,id. General, 111,,x
D5P
• .1. Ky.

O MILCH COWS, 6 Jerseys, 4
iiselsteinis, young cows, fresh or
• be fresh soon. Dave Gore, Rt.
Hopkinsvale, Ky., eall 6-2693.
N29P

"SA1NTNIK"-Saint Nick riding a sputnik is the gimmick
in this Christmas card. This
may be the first card with a
sputnik theme. (International)

CROSSWORD PUZZ1

Republicans &Democrats.
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*

.... both will see the ads on the SmithCorona

-88-

Standard

Office

AND

*

NOTHING COULD
STOP 1T5•.

Type-

WARNER Biros
writer in BANKING November 29, and
BUSINESS WEEK November 30.

Samsonite
Man's Journeyer
DUO

WA

Alwilable in
a wide selection
of sryle• and
finishes.

'

shoot last Thanksgiving'
He didn't answer He

with the tate afternoon sun

•

falling against nis back w
fare was shadowed, and 1
not see ms expressidn. 1 a
sure wnether fled run or 1
bull it I'd oeen gambling c
I'd have, given odds ne•a
Rears sat on the bed, net t
folded on nes cap She
••ii:ive. I'm not going oac
the p.irk it that hit" acquit

s.

b

I rewired again now mi
admired net. Stubborn, st
minded. indepen(lent; she w
that said more. If she cool'
wourd nave buckled on a tru

VE BORNE'

faced Vic roil target/.
thought Bess nad to be Mu
nut now as I looked at I

anew

that nothing on
would humble Bess Nordin

A
lacfies' Wardrobe

J

WEEKS

UPE1AT9R
206 So. 4th St.

•

JERRY -McCLARD

,

UPERATOR
• Phone 281

• - O'Nite Case
$19.5.

All .
1 4,[111

Pk
'
s

"g
imsonite tithe if
smartest, most exciting
t

Remarkable "Travel-Tested" finish stands up to eve

yolfra
al'
il
el hazard
—slim, trim add tapered styling stands out wherever you go:
,
And Samsonite stays smart-as-new ofways_—
it scoffs at scuffs, cleans with a damp cloth! Give Samsonite- there's no luggage like it!

Lindsey's

•

even a guilty verdict frot
• )ury.
-You've got to go back
park." I said. "We need yo
"Nobody "needs me," she
-Nobody but Gil. I thins
is a fall pries for Anon

$25.00

Girl Scout News

— OWNER —

G.i and I cave [wen talking
it He wantk to oily s
ranch somewhere and settle
guest) that's the thing to

1(_psake

KATHERINE LAX

DE P

key

PROUDLY PRESENTS

* A RELIEF TO THOSE ALLERGIC TO COLD
WAVES

VERH

CHAPTER 34
•
THE HOTEL. UUDLit' was I
ty alien i got there I
a quick woo at the registei.
Hess room number, and rai
Lhe stairs I Knocked oil the
Mrs. teach opened it and all

MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP

* RECONDITIONS DAMAGED OR ABUSED HAIR
AS IT WAVES

t-1t,elon

to say no visitors were alio
out I trimmed past net. GU
standing at the window.
'GIL- I said. **remember
time you won the 540 at the

I

• On November 9 Team 22 sold
Forget-Me-Nots at the college for
the disabled veterans. Our troop
sold S35.20 of flowers and with
— —1200.00
our peacentige we interie to use
COLLINS-LOCK
it for some service. prtiject..at
Wedc'ing Ring $62.50
Christmas.
On November 18 Troop 22
Together forever - her per.
attended a movie at the Health
fedi), ,pcaired Keepsake
Center. After theimovie we reInterlocking Ring Set - seturned to the Girl Scout Cabin
cretly locked to display
and tie were invested by our
mosi.
Tum beauty.
troop leader Mrs. W. H. Solomon.
try,.• •1••••SS
hear •ftcl.d•
Our mothers were our guests for
Tea
this important -day.
After our investure; refreshments were served by two of
FURCHES
our molhers7. Mrs. Howell ThurS. 4th St. Ph. 193,./ 1 man and Mrs. Galen T urman,
4r.
13e Sari Ou nd

$7-Chair
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* CAN BE, USED ON THE MOST DIFFICULT
HAIR
* NO DANGER OF OVER -PROCESSING
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Give the luggage
that out-travels all others...

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS

MURRAY GIFT SHOP
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-tired
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wasn't asking die. She wr
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When self is completely yielded In thought, word, and deed, he
to Christ, the life will be a sought to reproduce the spirit,
character and life. of Christ. His,/
joyous one.
only employment was the serChrist"
is
live
to
me
"For to
vice of Christ. In substance he
this
by
mean
What did Paul
"Life equals Christ" or
said:
meant
have
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statement? He
aCtivist equals life." This conthat inasmuch as Jesus Christ
ception always makes life exhad irrepared a new nature to
ceedingly interesting and profit117
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able.
his resources front Him that he
Dr. H. C. Chiles
"For me to live is Christ."
was becoming more and more
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Life
.
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•
noble than this? No course of
esmaresasessm
in because the power of Christ
Ilhalawimmoomimmiememe,
life. It life can ponibly (-ampere with
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soul
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felt
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"For to
Pats imprisonment served as a
lifted him np, the one who. can say:
living room suite, only $129.95; rusted. Call Sam Kelley, phone 34 miles from town. See Caries PAUL'S TRIUMPHANT
the was. a power that
which
through
Iivseis to reproduce Christ,
channel
D2C WITNESS
filled
D5C Hodges or nal 532-W-3.
--and
5 piece bedroom suite, special 441.
him,
ed
strengthen
, His spirit, to carry out
.
Philippians was written by knowledge of Christ was brought him with a men and holy joy to reflect
$99.95. Samson & Flay, 105 North
His purposes, and to fallow as
a prisoner into a sphere which otherwise
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he
while
I slaifl FISH. Leonard Wad, 1 3rd St. Phane. 1824.
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N30C NICE 3 bedroom home on South 4 ROOM
,
apartment
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his in all trials.
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far is possible the - pattern ,of
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•
• was preaching,
truthfully say, Hlis glorious life." • '
1067-M. Open from naon during 7 ROOM Brick lame. 1310 Olive, 15th St.
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No
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his ministry Paul "To me to live is Christ," until
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Through
days, all day Sat.
we
always with thanksgiving. They
kitchen, dinette, screens, eyene-1143 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.
dung tenaciously to him gained a wide reputation, bath he has received Christ as his
had
ha n bands, insulated, electric ROOMS $5 per week.'Scene for
the Saviour and enthroned HMI as
N29P
through all of his difficulties, in Caesura court and art:sang
ERSKNIA COPS CROWN
3 BEDROOM furnished home,
heat, $60 monthly income from hght hausekeeping. Beale „Hotel.
Paul's zeal Lord. This power af the inpopuiace.
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transparen
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sequently, the gospel made great satisfaction.
4
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Gil' I asked again, aria tie nod knew, no one had ever ehslleared
ded 'Frank said you were out him I was confident, that the
nest fighting man and You sail possibility we might open the
at
• rte wamted any fighting done. game would nerd s occur to Toil
or nut men. The element if surto hist bring em on"
prise was the one slim tactor that
"He remembers. Bess said.
might tip this thing in our favor.
Mrs vette» opened it and started ..-ano one time Bess said she
When we reached the corner
to say no visitors were allowed, didn't want any nelp nut yours,"
said, in a low
but I lammed past nes. Gil was I said. -You told her she'd get of the saloon I,
it when the sign was tight This tone "I'm gotng in and bran t the
standing at the window.
whole outfit Johnny. I'll give you
"Cit." I said, -remember the is the time, Gil."
a minute to get around to the
time you won the 14(3 at the turHe nee oeen staring at the
back and come in that way We'll
key shout iast Thnnksgiving 7"
floor Now ne looked at me as
have them between two Ores. an
He stood
He didn't answer
If he thought 1 was crazy. -You
don't figure any of them will
) with the at. afternoon sunlight want me to fight twelve men?"
pull • six-shooter against a pair
falling against fits beck so his
"No," I said. "I'll take rare of of scatter-guns.
fare was shadowed. and I could
eleven, but Toll's your job."
Johnny had plenty of sand in
not see flus expression. I wasn't
Gil looked at Beira "He's been
sure whether ne-o run ot first. eating IOC° weed. He can't handle his craw, but he didn't like the
smell of it He said, •"ahere's too
but If I'd been gambling on
eleven men."
ars, Dave."
I'd have, given odds ne'd run.
alma to many of
he
how
know
don't
-I
Rees sat on the bed. net hands do It," Bess said, -but 1 think
"We can 'do tt," 1 said. "We've
for a
folded ort nes lap She i at
he can you've always underes- got to give Gil a chance
-larva _I'm not going oack to
fair fight with Toll."
1."
have
So
Dave.
timated
the park If that itiry acquits ,me.
"He'll get that anyway," John-Come or..- I said impatiently.
• Gil end I nave been talking about -We can awing It now It We ny said.
horse
•
wry
to
it He want,
wait. Toll will lump you, and
"Girs not sure about that," I
1 ranch somewhere and settle down chances are I won't be able to said.
When he still hesitated, I
guess that's the thing CO ,10." help. But if you lump him, you've
said: "Johnny, you wanted me to
I realized agatn /WWI much l got an edge."
give the orders. All right, I'm
admire,' ner. Stubborn. strong"Dave's right" Bess got up and
minded, independent; she was all went to him and kiesed him. "You giving them."
He started along the side of the
that /Ma more. If she could. she
were • tong urne growing tip. building, bending down when he
would nave buckled on a gun and
did."
you
until
Gil, nut 1 waited
went under a window. 1 looked at
Ton nerself. "(Bay
Vie
faced
She turned away from him Gil. Nothing flashy about htm
thought BOR3 nacl to be humbled,
looking out of the win- now. No green silk shirt or calfstood
and
but now. as I looked at net.
dow. I walked to the door and skin vest. No loud talk. No brag.
Knew that nothing on earth
Motioned for him to follow me. His lips were squeezed together
would humble Bean Nordine, not
He did, not because of anything so tightly they were white. His
even a guilty verdict from the
I had said or done, I thought, but face had a lean, nunary look
4 jury.
because it v.•as what Bess ex- about It; the muscles at the
-You've got to go back to the pected him to do.
hinges of his jaws bulged out ita
park." 1 said. "We need you."
As we went down the stairs, I it they were the halves of an
"Nobody -need' me," she said.
oversize walnut.
"I know how you feeL
"Nobody but Gil. I think 115.000 said:
whim I was In
Suddenly at °caused to me that
is a fair price for anchor. ell felt the same way
SamI
saw
and
Johnny waa right That was a
cabin
have Judson draw up the papers. the Herne
alive crazy scheme. Gil wasn't the only
You can borrow half that amount my Blue coming. But I'm
lead."
one who might get killed in the
from the bank and give me my and Blue's
He didn't say a word. He Just next few minutes. The Rafter 3
snare. Gil and I will need it when
lips and went* with me men weren't gfeng to justattand
we leave nere You can run An- licked his
the steIrs and across the there and look at me, shotgun or
chor and the Big Ten together . down
into the street I'd no shotgun.
You'll nave • good outfit, Dave, lobby and
Gil was a reluctant hero, but
•
said that to give him confidence,
one of the hest In the county."
so was L I knew I had to go in
bet I hadn't_
Johnny Strong was waiting for then or not at all. I couldn't wait
2. She was tellwasn't askin gili6r
, us with two double-barreled shot- until 1 was sure Johnny was coming me. The thOught that Kits)
of them to ing through the back door.
might obtect apparently never guns He handed one
"I'm going' in,," I said. "You
handful of shells.
entered her mlnd. That's the way me along with a
the shells Into my stay by the batwing*. Soon as
dropped
I
and
.he
been
nad
always
Bess
pocket, broke the gun and iaw get that bunch separated from
way she always would be.
the Toll, you come in."
I
I brought my geze Mick to Gil. that it was loaded. snapped
next knew Toll hart to he taken gun shut and started across the
Dave forces a showdown with
rate or. She was too practical strata. 'angling au we'd reach the
Toll and his Men in the
to think anything else, and she corner of the saloon and not be Vie
local saloon. Don't miss the
or door.
was leaving it up to Gil because standing by a window
The way I saw It. there was a fireworks In tomorrow's net ionthere was nothing else she Could
chance we could pull it off. packed episode of "Desperate
good
do.
Man.'
the pusher. La far as
waa
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lhoot,
turkey
that
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CHAPTER 34
THE HOTEL UJIIHY was amp.
I
hen i got there. I took
- ty
a quick look at the registet. saw
Has,, room number, and ran up
Vie stairs I knocked on the lour
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by Raeburn Van

ABBIE an' SLATS
LOOK, AUNT ABBIE - WHAT'RE WE
SCARED Or? JUST BECAUSE
MORBIDA DAWN WRITES ABOUT
A MAIDEN LADY WHO'S
GOING TO BE STRANGLED
OR SOMETHING -

DOESN'T MEAN

SHE'S GOT YOU IN
MIND, AFTER ALL,
IT'S ONLY IN A
BOOK -

ii

Buren

W-WHAT'VE YOU
GOT IN THAT
RAVAGE, MISS
DAWN?

I (CHOKE)
KEEP THINK iNG ABOUT
THAT ROPE
SHE WROTE

a

A BouT-

•••

,,a'a •
' sea
1••••

ti

1m 5•••

•

C•477 I't by

Oa - 071

word....

.1!
by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
•
I

I,
•s

•••• ••••,.••
"V
by I,- ..41.•••••• Sr.,,O•

c
IT'S SADIE HAWKINS
DAY IN DOGPATCH,
- YOU ARE
A ND .
THERE!!

C

OP GENERATIONS,
THE HORROR -STRICKEN
BACHELORS AND THE
GRIM,TRIUMPHANT
FEMALES HAVE BEEN
MARRIED ON THE SPOT--

•••

bLiI, THE MIRACLE
OF TELEVISION HAS

••••.•

WITH NO MERCY
SHOWN -B'1 A RATHER
DIRTY OLD MAN
NAMED SAM!!

CHANG.D ALL THIS?!
LET US LOOK IN ON THE

FIRST MARRIAGE!!

1
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